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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has transformed the information technology by providing the on-demand services such as Infrastructure as
services (IaaS ), Platform as a services (PaaS) and Software as a Services (SaaS). There is a big demand of powerful Data
Centers (DCs) in present time for every e-business. This demand is fulfilled by Infrastructure and Service Providers but large
emission of Co2 is of big concern. These carbon emissions are also contributing towards Green House Effect that is heating up
the atmosphere temperature. The scheduling algorithm allows the applications to response in shortest time possible by utilizing
the available resources very efficiently. These scheduling algorithms have a bigger impact in performance. This work
introduces energy efficient scheduling in Sorted VMs and PMs and Saving state of PM on allocation of VM algorithm for the
cloud infrastructure that is based on allocation of the interdependent heterogeneous jobs (VMs) to homogeneous resources
(PMs).
Keywords: - Cloud Computing, Scheduling, Scheduling Algorithms, Energy efficiency, VM allocation, PM allocation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is used in every field in IT industry. It is increasing day by day to a very large extent those results into
the increase of hardware and more energy consumption. It was estimated that from 2005 to 2010 energy Consumption
by IT infrastructures has risen by 56% and in 2010 accounted to be between 1.1% and 1.5% of the global electricity use
[1]. These DCs are contributing for large CO2 emissions and thus large amount of power consumption should be
reduced [2]. Energy Consumption is not only calculated by hardware efficiency but also by the algorithms of resource
utilization and applications running on the infrastructure. Energy consumption by the average DC is such high that it is
equal to energy consumption of 25000 of homes [3]. Green Cloud Computing can be achieved by either improving the
hardware or improving the algorithms. Thus in present time research is happening in improving the existing
algorithms. Scheduling approach in Load balancing is of two types static and dynamic. In Static approach incoming
VMs are simply allocated to the available resources. But in the dynamic approach the VMs are allocated to the least
utilized PM and avoid the overload on the higher utilized PM. The energy efficient allocation of the VMs to the PMs by
dynamic scheduler reduce the migrations and improve the load balancing that results in proper utilization of the
resources and maximum energy savings. The current analytic work on minimizing energy consumption in data centers
contains load balancing algorithms across geographically distributed data centers [4]. Many researchers are proposing a
solution for improving the maximum utilization of resources and reduce the energy consumption is dynamic
consolidation of VMs. In the static scheduling VMs are allocated to the PMs on the static schedule that is made before
the allocation process that is based on the resource capabilities i.e. the cores of the PMs and the requirements of the
VMs that is the no of cores required by the particular VM for the completion of the process. In the static scheduling
approach the initialization of the environment happens on the starting stage of the allocation process. But In the
dynamic scheduling VMs are allocated to the PMs on their dynamic arrival according to the requirement of the arrived
VM and the available cores of the PMs. On the arrival of the VM the PM is selected optimally according to the
dynamic algorithms that check the PM load and allocate the desired VM to that PM. The main objective of the dynamic
scheduling approach is that VM should be allocated to the PM on arrival with minimal response time. Because if an
application face increased response times, time-outs or failures the QoS defined via Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
established between Clouds providers will not be ensure [8]. That results in conflicts with the customers. In this high
requirement of minimum response time while meeting QoS requirements Cloud Providers have to deal with providing
high performance and minimizing energy consumption. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the Related Work in the
field of scheduling. Section 3 discusses our algorithm implementation. In Section 4, we present and discuss analytical
and simulation results. In Section 5 the findings are summarized.
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2. RELATED WORKS
There is vast research that is happening on scheduling for the cloud environment. But still energy savings are on high
priority and various algorithms are achieving that. Few scheduling algorithms are discussed below.
2.1 Exact VM Allocation Algorithm
In this algorithm extended Bin-Packing approach is used. In this author includes valid conditions in form of constraints
and equalities in the algorithm [6]. In this optimization is achieved by inclusion of valid constraints.
1) Power capacity of a server cannot exceed from maximum power.
2) When a server is not running any job should be switched off.
2.2 FCFS Algorithm
In First Come first Serve Scheduling Algorithm the VMs are allocated to the PMs in first come first serve bases.
In this approach following are constraints that are considered during the scheduling.
1) The VM that is arrived first is allocated to PM. In this scheduling the response time to allocate the VM is very less.
2) But in this scheduling power consumption is large because the VM that require less PM with less core capacity is
sometime allocated to the PM that have large core capacity thus leads to waste of power.
3) This approach is used at very places but energy consumption is not minimized.
2.3 Custom Round Robin Algorithm
In this algorithm round robin approach is used. In this approach the VMs are allocated to the PMs in round robin
fashion. In this optimization and load balancing is achieved by inclusion of valid constraints.
1) In this approach load balancing is done by allocated VM to a PM in circular fashion. First VM is allocated to first
PM and second VM is allocated to second PM and this process continues until all the VMs are not allocated.
2) In this approach the VMs are allocated in circular fashion and load balancing is achieved, but VMs are not in any
order so in some cases VM that require less PM with less core capacity is sometime allocated to the PM that have large
core capacity. In some cases if a VM required large no of cores then it take time to allocate to PM that matches to its
capacity.

3.SORTED VMS AND PMS
The Sorted VMs and PMs Works in two modules. These modules works together optimize the scheduling.
1) In the first module VMs allocation to PMs is done.
2) In second module a check is applied on the running of PMs.
These modules are explained in detail.
The first module responsibility is to find the most suitable PM and assign the VMs to PMs using the requirements of
the VMs and the capacity of the PMs.
In this module we first sort all the VMs and PMs according to their requirements and capacities. VMs are arranged in
the decreasing order of the processing requirements and PMs are arranged in decreasing order of their capacity. In
second module there is a Resource monitor whose responsibility is to communicate with all the PM’s resource prober. It
collects the PM remaining capabilities and checks the current load on each PM. It also monitors the number of VMs in
execution/waiting queues in each PM to decide the appropriate PM to the VMs.
3.1 System Architecture
In A Cloud we can have n number of Data centers that are present in the different regions of the geographical locations
(Figure 1). But, in this experiment setup only a single data center with multiple PMs having multiple no of VMs
allocated on it is considered. Virtualization is the main technology for cloud computing [7]. With Virtualization we
generalize the cloud infrastructure.
3.2 Scheduling in the Sorted VMs and PMs
Scheduling of Sorted VMs and PMs basically find the most suitable PM and assign the VMs to PMs using the
requirements of the VMs and the capacity of the PMs. First we sort all the VMs and PMs according to their
requirements and capacities. VMs are arranged in the decreasing order of the processing requirements and PMs are
arranged in decreasing order of their capacity.

Figure1: System Architecture
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VMs are allocated to PMs in Circular Round Robin Fashion but on each allocation state of PM are saved and in next
allocation saved PM capacity are checked. The control flow is shown in figure 2.
3.2 Scheduler in The Sorted VMs and PMs

Figure 2: Flow Chart of Scheduler in the Sorted VMs and PMs

4. EXPERIMENT & RESULTS
The performance of the Sorted VMs and PMs Algorithm has been examined based on the results of simulation done
using the c# .net. In the following illustrations, the response time is examined in the FCFS, Round Robin, and The
Sorted VMs and PMs under the different load conditions and resource conditions. Visual Studio is used for simulation.
4.1 Comparison of Overall Energy Consumption
Table 1. Energy Consumption (KW)
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Machines) Conditions and varied load conditions. The first column of table tells the serial number. The Second
column represents the number of requested VMs. Third column depicts the average energy (in kW) consumed by the
VMs’ allocation computed by the FCFS algorithm. Fourth column depicts the average energy (in kW) consumed by
the VMs’ allocation computed by the CRR algorithm. Finally, the last column depicts the average energy (in kW)
consumed by the VMs’ allocation computed by proposed algorithm. As it can be observed, FCFS and CRR algorithm
consumed more energy than the proposed algorithm. We can observe that proposed algorithms save important energy
consumption regarding FCFS and CRR Algorithm.

Figure 3: Energy (KW) Consumption of three algorithms comparison
Figure 3 is the graph that is showing the energy consumption (KW) of the three algorithms. In the following figure the
x-axis is depicting the no of VMs and y-axis is depicting the Energy Consumption in KW. Energy consumption of the
three algorithms is shown by three different lines. FCFS algorithm has maximum energy consumption and that is
depicted by the line that is above from other two lines. CRR algorithm has less energy consumption than the FCFS
algorithm but has more energy consumption than the poposed algorithm and that is depicted by the middle line in the
graph. Proposed algorithm has less energy consumption than the two algorithms and it is depicted by the bottom line in
the graph.

Figure 4: Energy Savings by proposed algorithm on comparing with Custom Round Robin
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In the figure 4 energy savings of the proposed algorithm is depicted when compared to the CRR algorithm. In the
following figure the x-axis is depicting the no of VMs and y-axis is depicting the Energy Savings in KW. In this figure
it is cleared that the proposed algorithm is saving energy than the CRR algorithm at different loads. At the different
loads in the simulation maximum energy saved by the proposed algorithm is 15 KW.

Figure 5: Energy Savings by proposed algorithm on comparing with First Come First Serve
In the figure5.3 energy savings of the proposed algorithm is depicted when compared to the FCFS algorithm. In the
following figure the x-axis is depicting the no of VMs and y-axis is depicting the Energy Savings in KW. In this figure
it is cleared that the proposed algorithm is saving energy than the FCFS algorithm at different loads. At the different
loads in the simulation maximum energy saved by the proposed algorithm around is 34 KW.
4.2 Analysis
The following is the descending order performance of the algorithms in the provided heterogeneous environment.
• Sorted VMs and PMs
• Round Robin
• FCFS
Table 1 and figure 3 shows the energy consumption in KWs for various Algorithms using different number of Virtual
Machines at a time. The individual energy savings on comparison with FCFS shown in figure 4 and with CRR is
shown in figure 5.This result proved that the Sorted VMs and PMs Delivers a faster completion time than the other two
scheduling algorithms (Round Robin and FCFS). The Sorted VMs and PMs Scheduler algorithm considers the
requirement of cores of VMs along with processing capacity of the PMs to assign the VM. So, the large cores VMs get
assigned to the higher capacity PMs. This helps in to complete the VMs allocation in a shorter time. It also considers
the load of all its configured PMs by checking the remaining capacity. On every VM allocation state of the PM is saved
and when next VM has to allocate the PM whose state is saved is checked with capacity and allocation is done. If in
case that PM has low capacity than the arrived VM requirement then the next PMs are checked and when the PM with
higher capacity is found arrived VM is allocated to that PM and its state is saved for the next VM allocation. This
process continuous till all the VMs are allocated to the PMs. So this algorithm is most suitable to the heterogeneous
environment data centers.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this work, Sorted VMs and PMs Algorithm consider the capabilities of each PM and requirement of each requested
VM to assign the VM into the most appropriate PMs. Sorted VMs and PMs saves the state of the PM on allocation of
VM so there is no need to go to the first PM for to check the remaining capacity for allocation this saves the response
time for allocation and as well as this balance the load on all PM and make the scheduling optimal than the other two
algorithms. In this algorithm the allocation is done in circular round robin fashion but with saving the state of PM who
has allotted the last VM and on arrival of next VM capacity check starts from that saved state PM, that minimize the
response time for allocation of VM .This algorithm provides load balancing and saves energy by reducing the response
time for allocation of VM. For future work this algorithm can be extended further to schedule the load balancing of big
scenarios for the VM migrations.
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